
PERFORMING OATHS IN
CLASSICAL GREEK DRAMA

Oaths were ubiquitous rituals in ancient Athenian legal, commercial,
civic and international spheres. Their importance is reflected by the
fact that much of surviving Greek drama features a formal oath sworn
before the audience. This is the first comprehensive study of that
phenomenon. The book explores how the oath can mark or structure
a dramatic plot, at times compelling characters such as Euripides’
Hippolytus to act contrary to their best interests. It demonstrates
how dramatic oaths resonate with oath rituals familiar to the Athenian
audiences. Aristophanes’ Lysistrata and her accomplices, for example,
swear an oath that blends protocols of international treaties with
priestesses’ vows of sexual abstinence. By employing the principles of
speech act theory, this book examines how the performative power of
the dramatic oath can mirror the status quo, but also disturb categories
of gender, social status and civic identity in ways that redistribute and
confound social authority.

judith fletcher is Associate Professor in the Department of
History at Wilfrid Laurier University. She is the author of numerous
articles and chapters on ancient Greek poetry, drama, religion and law,
and has co-edited Virginity Revisited: Configurations of the Unpossessed
Body (with Bonnie MacLachlan, 2007) and Horkos: The Oath in Greek
Society (with Alan H. Sommerstein, 2007).
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For Rick Nixon, a man of his word
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A note on abbreviations

I use the standard abbreviations for authors and their works, for inscriptions
and for journal titles, as listed by Simon Hornblower and Antony Spawforth
(2003) The Oxford Classical Dictionary, 3rd rev. edn., Oxford. In the rare
cases when an abbreviation is not given by OCD, I give the full title
of the work, or author’s name. I have followed the Nottingham Oath
Project (which is derived from Thesaurus Linguae Graecae) for identifying
fragmentary works and inscriptions. Unless otherwise noted, the texts of
Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides and Aristophanes are Oxford Classical
texts. In most cases I use the Latinate form of a name or work of literature
unless the Greek form is better known, e.g. Helios, or more appropriate, e.g.
Kinesias.

I use the abbreviations for journals as found in L’Année philologique.
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